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NOTES AND STUDIES

THE ORDER OF THE TREATISES AND LETTERS
IN THE MSS OF ST. CYPRIAN.
THE order in which the treatises and letters of St. Cyprian have been
handed down to us in the principal MSS has long been recognized as
of considerable importance for the classification and genealogy of those
MSS. The following note examines the question in some detail. It
is, however, only an essay and an attempt to start an inquiry which
ought to bring forth great fruit when assisted by further materials, and
especially when combined with new and careful study of the readings of
the MSS. The subject has a further interest of its own in revealing to
us something of the process by which our present body of Cyprianic
literature was collected.
The older and more important codices show us distinct and welldefined groups of treatises and letters, though the latter portions of them
often degenerate into disorder, the result of borrowing from other
MSS which contained letters which they themselves lacked. Later MSS
degenerate more and more by the disintegration and mixture of the
original groups. We shall consider these groups separately, showing
their original contents and their gradual dissolution. We shall thus
accumulate evidence with regard to the formation of the collections in
the MSS, the relation of the MSS to one another, and th~ir value as
witnesses. A certain number only of the MSS is taken into account,
those which are simply dependent on known parents being passed
over.
Almost all the more comprehensive MSS begin with the treatises,
and add immediately to them one or two letters somewhat resembling
treatises, and a group of beautiful letters on martyrdom. This seems
to be the nucleus to which the other groups and the more loosely
connected letters have attached themselves. I will call it
GROUP AI.

I give in the first place a diagram for this primary group of the order
found in the principal MSS. The small Roman figures refer to the
treatises, the Arabic numerals to the letters, as in Hartel's edition. But
, ii' and 'xiv' I prefer to call itlola and sent, as they do not occur
among the other treatises I.
I take the order oC S Crom Mr. Turner's note in J. T. 5., Jan. 1902, p. 282 :
-am f1w ItJ riicrJ rMllIsto di S. Ciprilmo,
Roma, 1899, p. u; that of the Cheltenham list from StlUlia Bib/KG, vol. ill, and
Harnac:k's AltcJrr. Litt. i. That of Pem. (- Pembroke Col!., Cambr., Fell's Pem.
c. 20, 1935 in Bemard, Schenkl, D 42, fourteenth celltury; Benson, C7Pr. p. s.f.8,
calls it early thirteenth century) was sent me by Dom Butler. Many are &om
I
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For xiii, Hartel, by a misprint, gives iii (p. :d).
• Hartel omits iv (p. xix), and as he gives the pages oC the codex, it is evidently
wanting. But iv occurs in the second place in the two Munich codices (p. xx), copied Crom W. & Hartel gives the readings oCW in his
• The numbers in brackets are in R only•
noles to iv, I suppose he gives them from the two Munich MSS.
• Vol. ii of L begins here (Turner in SlIId. BiW. iii p. 310).
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To begin witb, let us examine tbe first ten places. T H h.Pem. give
the same order as Pontius, the deacon and biographer of St. Cyprian,
for those treatises which they contain, except that they interchange
x and xi. M Q give Pontius's order, except that they invert v vii. S W I-' 1
have it also, only x has wandered I. In fJ it has wandered further still
Hartel's introduction, where descriptions of the MSS will be round ; there are also
short accounts in Hamaelt.
For convenience I subjoin a list of treatises and addresses of letters, numbered
according to Barters Vienna edition. The letters not written by Cyprian are in

italics :
i Ad Donatom
Quod id. dii non sint
Testimonia
De hab. virgo
De cath. eccl. unit.
De lapsis
De dom. orat.
De mortalitate
i.x Ad Fortunatum
:It Ad Demetrianum
xi De opere et eleemos.
xii De bono patien.
xiii De zelo et !iv.
_ , Sententiae episcoporum
I. Presb. Furnens.
:I. Eucratio
3. Rogatiano
... Pomponio
5. Cler. Carth.
6. Sergio et Rog.
7. Cler. earth.

idol"
ill
Iv
v
vi
vii
viii

16. Cler. Carth.

53. Maxi",,,.

17. Pleb. Carth.

5+ Maximo
55. Antoniano
56. Fortunato
57. Cornelio
58. Plebi Thibari
59-60- Cornelio
61. Lucio
62. lanuar. Maxim.
6a- Caecilio
64. Fido
65. Epicteto
66. Florentio
67. Concil.
68. Stephano
69. Magno
70. Concil.
71. Quinto
72. Stephano
73. lubaiano
7+ Pompeio
75. Firmilitmus
76. Nemesiano
77. N_ia"us, etc.
78. LIUi..., etc.
79. F.!iJr, etc.
Bo. Successo
81. Cler. earth.

18-19. Cler. Carth.
:10. Cler. Rom.
u. C#lwmll8 L"cia"o
22. Lw;""us C#!wiHo
23. Con/us. Carlh.
2+ Caldtmius
25. Caldonio
26. Cler. earth.
:17. Cler. Rom.
28. Moysi Maxim.
29. Cler. Carth.
30. CIw. Ro",.
31. M~ It NfU.
32. Cler. Carth.
33. Lapsis
3+ Cler. Carth.
350 Cler. Rom.
36. CIw. Ro",.
37. Moysi et Max.
38-40. Cler. earth.
8. 0... Rom. ad CIw. 41. Cald. et HercuL
C"rlII.
42. CaId. It HnruL
9- Cler. RolD.
4a- Pleb. Carth.
10. Confess. earth.
44-45. Cornelio
11-12. Cler. Carth.
46. Maximo et Nicost.
la- Rogatiano
47-48. Cornelio
1+ Cler. Carth.
49-50. ConuIi".
J50 Confess. earth.
51-52. Cornelio
1 Mr. C. H. Turner has pointed out that Dr. Sanday, in SIIItlia BiMiea, has
omitted ]I: from 0, and O. by mistake (CItu.sie1U R","-, May 1892, p. 207, note).
With this correction they have the same order as " for the treatises.
• I have given xii xiii for 5, Instead of Mr. Turner's xiii xii, which is unparalleled
in the best MSS, while xii xiii gives the same order as W", etc. My reason is the
following. The whole gathering R (foL 91-98) has the headline tl• •10 It lWoN
instead of tU iHJIIfo patimJi.. Mr. Turner explains this by supposing that the page
containing the upIidI of xiii tU l!IIo It IitJow and the Uuipil of xii tU bono pal. was
lost in the archetype. A simpler explanation would be that the . .thermg R,
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The common parent of all these is obviously the order of Pontius.
The same is true of the more disturbed sequences. In B it is evident
that vii and xiii have been displaced. If we replace vii in its usual
position after v and put xiii last, we get i iv vi v vii viii x xi xii xiii. that
is to say, the order of Pontius with another new position for x. In L,
xii xiii come too early. If we put them last we again get i iv vi v vii
viii x xi xii xiii. 80 that L and B had probably a common parent, so far
as the first ten treatises are concerned, though the affinity goes no
further than this. The order of L is reflected in the curious MS • K '
(Leyden, Voss. lata ~ 40, loth cent.) and in Brussels 918 (11th cent.).
The latter has i 13 iv PluJidI vi v jdo/a xii xiii viii x ix vii 63 1I N(JfJQ/
58 xi, of which K omits 13 itIIJ/a vii 6358. BlllSSels 922 (16th cent.)
has nearly the same sequence. I Il(D inclined to think that the order of
V is derived (by wilful, not accidental reammgement) from that of B,
for if in B we move xi and xiii into the place of vi, and insert vi after
xii, we have V. The late place of vii suggests that Chelt. may be
connected with this family; but it is not certain that the order given
in the stichometry is really the exact order of any MS.
Z is apparently a corruption of SW 14 Dr. Mercati has pointed out
to me that the MS Vat. Reg. 275 (15th cent.) has preserved to us nearly
the same order as the lost MS of Bee (see Turner, in Stud. Bi61. ill,
p. 310). Nearly the same is found in two sixteentb-cent. MSS at
Brussels, 919 and 920. and in p and i {both twelfth or thirteenth cent.
Paris 1659 and 1654}.
BeaellS. i x
ix xiii xii viii iv
y vi
Ruji". syllllJ. iii a b
Rep". 275 i x xi I I ix xiii xii viii iv vii v vi 63 63 58 Rujin. syIIIIJ. iii a
This seems to be certainly from SW", copied in reverse order from ix j
iv is out of place, and xi x ought to be before xii xiii, 63 is given twice.
P is from fl, as is seen from the sequences x ix and v vii viii xi xii
which contains the middle oC _ 6tmo p.I., was bonnd by mistake between the
beginning and the end oC _ MO n 1W., the scribe having signed the gathering
with R by mistake Cor 0, before the headings DC the pages were added. In this
case one oC the lost gatherings, 0 or S, win have been a quire oC five. The
diagram will make thia clear. The lost quires are bracketed :
I. pp. 83-90
0 x till ~.
p. 352.17-363.8 293lines
2.

3. pp. 9 1-9B
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xiiP. 0 1 (loth cent.) and Vat. Pal.lat. JS9 (15th cent.) have i x ix vi
xi viii xii vii 63 iv xiii v ,i/ola 58 76 58 6is SS iii 66 30 2 64 sent. The
order i x ix and the late place of iv shows connexion with P. R is also
from fl. by the removal of xiii xi to an earlier place.
Thus we have the following five families: T H h.Pem.-M Q-SW p.Z
Be&- B L K V-and fl P 0 1 R, each descending from a progenitor
which differed from Pontius', order in only one particular. Therefore the
order of Pontius is clearly the parent order of all our existing MSS.
In all the chief MSS, except hand Z, the treatise ix all ForhmaJum
follows, and then at once iii Testimonia all Quirinum, except in S W
(which stops here) fl Chelt. Then follow usually SS (a long treatise
on Novatianism all A"to"ianum), 63 (on the mixed chalice all
Caed/ium) and a collection of seven letters on the subject of martyrdom.
with the addition of 58 on the same subject pie"" TIzi/Jari &onsiste"ti.
Occasionally laud and itItJla appear. The order of the seven letters
6 10 28 37 11 38 39 is invariable. The omissions in H fl B N P are
unimportant, as these MSS are in the habit of dropping out letters
without any reason, often adding them in at the end or even the
beginning of the codex. In h.Pem. Z C R the seven occur without any
interruption. The other MSS insert 58 or laud or (absurdly) SS. which
last is sometimes before, sometimes after 63; while 58, usually at the
end, occurs before iii in L and before ix in Z, whence R has transferred
it into the middle of the treatises. Laud also occurs in M Q with
two other spria at the end of the group, and in fl before iii.
With these facts in view, the order of h.Pem. is startling. It includes
all the fixed stars and none of the planets.
Now Pontius appears at first sight to mention (c. 7) twelve treatises.
The first eleven are generally considered certain, the eleventh being
ix ad Forlunatum, described by Pontius thus:
Quis marlyres ta"tos exlzorlationt dim"; sermonis erigwet 1
The position of ix in most MSS suggests this identification, and the
fact that the treatise consists of a collection of passages of Scripture on
subjects connected with martyrdom has appeared to make it certain.
The twelfth and last description of Pontius runs thus :
Quis denitjue tot &OtI/essores jro"h'um notatanlm seeuntia insmptione
sigMtos, et all exemplulI' martyrii superstites reSUTJatos ina"h'rJo tulJlU
caelestis a"imaret 1
This has been taken to mean the spurious treatise de laude martyrii ' •
1 The treatises have the order oC P in Vat. Reg. u7 (nth cent.) and in Vat. 199•
.. and 200, both 15th cent. The rest of these three MSS is variously connected
with 0, lA and, I think, T.
• I lee that Mr. Turner (0-. Rn. L c.) suggested that this twelfth question
lDight refer to the lettel'1l on martyrdom, thus partly anticipating my present

th_
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The ohvious objection was that Pontius (of whose truthfulness in
describing his intimate relations with St. Cyprian there 'need surely be
no doubt) could hardly have attributed a spurious work to his bishop.
To get out of the difficulty by declaring it to be genuine, with GOt%,
would be as uncritical as to deny the authenticity of the Life by
Pontius.
But as a fact the words of Pontius do not describe the de lalllk
marlyri; in the least. It is not addressed to confessors, but to /rams;
it is not an exhortation to martyrdom, but an encomium of it, probably
delivered after the persecution was over. It is African probably. it is
Cyprianesque certainly, but it is neither by Cyprian, nor referred to by
his biographer.
Returning to ix, we find that a similar difficulty awaits us. Ad
.Forlunalum is not a treatise, but, like iii, a collection of texts of
Scripture strung together and addressed to a layman. St. Cyprian says
he has provided 11011 Irrulalum, sea materiam tradanli6us. As iii is
omitted by Pontiu!, so might ix well be omitted also. It is true that
its sub-title de exlwrlanone marlyr;;, together with its scriptural character,
exactly fits the words of Pontius exlwrlanone div;lI; sennotlis. But it is
not addressed to lanti marlyns, but to a layman, and its exhortations
are intended for the people. It is not so much meant to encourage
martyrs, as to prevent lapse. It speaks of the absurdity and iniquity of
idolatry, and how the Christian for the love of Christ must not fall
back to heathenism, and how persecutions and sufferings will be
rewarded in the life to come.
If we suppose that Pontius had before him simply the collection
of h.Pem., the invariable portion of our first group, the difficulties
vanish.
•
The letters 6 10 28 37 are exhortations to the confessors imprisoned
at Carthage and at Rome, many of whom died as martyrs, including
'those famous martyrs,' lalllos marlyns, Sergius and Rogatian (Ep. 6,
perhaps Mappalicus was still alive when this letter was sent~ Moses and
Maximus (Ep. 28, 371~ and others (Ep. 10) well known when Pontius
wrote. That they are full of Holy Scripture goes without saying.
The letters 38 and 39 are concerned not with martyrs who died in
torments or in prison, but precisely with confessors who have 'twice
over had their foreheads signed' with the sign of the Lamb, and have
been preserved as a model to their brethren. Of Aurelius Cyprian says
(Ep. 38) , GemiIlO IUe agone &erlafJil, "is &OlIfeSSUS el "is &ollfessionis suM
f)'-doria glwiosus,' and of Celerinus (Ep. 39) 'non !JnfJi &ompendio f}II/-

nerum vi&lor, sea adlzaerenl'-!Jus diu el ptrmanenli6us paell;S /ongae tonIUdah'on;s m;raculo mumplzalor.' In the Apuleian lingo of Pontius this
I

37 is called by Q fllpistokl ""'__
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becomes •eon/essores frrmlitlm "olala,.m seeuNia insmplione si'gnalos.'
Again Pontius has • et ad e:umplum marly";i superstiles nseruatos ' j and
Cyprian says of Aurelius, Ep. 38, 'Ila et tiignilale e.:reelsus esl et
""mililale summislllS, ut appanal illtl11l tiifJinillls nseroalum, pi ad

«desiaslieam disdpli"om cetms esset e.:remplo, pomotlo sem Dei in con,.
ftssione fJirlrllilMs fJincermt, post conjessionem mori!Jus eminwe"t' j and
of Celerinus, Ep. 39. he says that he is to be set up in the pulpit as an
example to all who see him and hear him read that Gospel which he
has so nobly put in practice, and he adds of both: • In ta/i!Jus stnJis

lattatur Dominus, i" eiusmotii conjesson'6us glonalur, porllm secta el
ctmfJtrSalio si& projidl ad jra«onium gloriae, ut magisteritl11l eelms
prae!Jeat t/isdp/inae. Atilux eos Chrislus esse hie in ece/esla diu wluit, ad
lux tie media morle su"tractos fJuatlam tli.:rmm nsurreclione dna eos jada
incolumes nsenJaflil, ut tium "i/zil i" Iztmore su"limills, ni/zil in !lllmilitate
summissius a fratrilMs «"";lIIr, IIIx eostlem jrale"";tas sedata eomitehlr.'
It is inevitable that Pontius is echoing the very words of these two
letters.
A difficulty remains. Pontius says that Cyprian encouraged these
confessors' with the sound of the celestial trumpet.' On the contrary,
these letters are not addressed to them at all, but to the clergy and
people of Cartbage, to inform them that he has ordained Aurelius and
Celerinus to the office of Iet:tor. The explanation seems to be that
Pontius deals with the seven letters as a group, and speaks of all as
exhortations, though he distinguishes the martyrs from the confessors.
It was in fact impossible for him to mention that the real subject of 38
and 39 was nothing but the intimation to the clergy and people of two
clerical appointments. The point of the twelve rhetorical questions
which give the order of the. treatises is simply: 'Who, if Cyprian had
died in the first persecution instead of retiring into a hiding-place, would
have written this or that?' Obviously anyone could have announced
the appointment of two leetores I
Of Ep. I I I have said nothing. It is rightly described by the
Cheltenham list as • tie pncantio Deo.' St. Cyprian has been warned by
a vision that the persecution is a punishment of the sins of Christians,
and that they are above all to pray. • Even the confessors,' he says,
• do not keep discipline'; yet suddenly, while they boast of their
confessorship, there bursts upon them the ingenious fury of the torturer.
Prayer alone offered up for them, and unanimous prayer, will enable
any to stand. And he concludes with a magnificent enumeration of
the objects for which they should pray, an echo perhaps of the style in
which he daily offered the great prayer of the Mass, already commencing
possibly to crystallize into a Canon. I cannot but connect the • ince"h'vo
1u!Jae (Ile/estis animant' with this letter. • fiba catleslis' is clearly not
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Holy Scripture, but those oslensi'ones which so often moved Cyprian to
act or write, and of which Pontius makes much elsewhere I. But if this
is true, it can apply only to letter I I.
If this identification be right, when Pontius wrote, a few years at most
after Cyprian's death, he had before him the earliest collection of
Cyprianic writings, consisting of i iv vi v vii x viii xi xii xiii 6 10 28 37
I I 38 39, a collection which only h. and Pem. have preserved to us
without interpolation '. It was formed at Carthage. The first two
letters were addressed to the Carthaginian prisons, the last three to the
Carthaginian clergy. The two remaining letters were indeed sent to
Rome. But St. Cyprian himself tells us (Ep. 32) that he sent a copy
of 28 (and also of 27.30, 31) to the clergy of Carthage. It cannot be
doubted that he must have communicated to the Carthaginian confessors
the beautiful and elaborate Ep. 37 which he addressed to the martyrs
at Rome. A member of the Carthaginian clergy probably put the
letters together, perhaps Pontius, or the secretary of whom Paulus of
Concordia spoke to St. Jerome. They were letters which will have
been especially prized. To collect business letters (so to speak) about
the lapsed, or the factions at Carthage, or Novatus and Novatian, was
not yet thought of-still less about the happily dormant baptismal
controversy. A large edition would be dispersed in Africa. The pious
laymen, Fortunatus and Quirinus I, would send the treatises addressed
to them (ix, Hi) to swell the rolls, or perhaps already the codex. Next
we presume that Bishop Antonian communicated the long treatise-letter
against Novatian (SS), and the aged Caecilius that on the mixed chalice
(63). These were naturally added between the treatises and the letters.
Next the Bishop of Thibaris would send the letter on martyrdom, 58,
which was appended to the seven letters, as connected with their
subject, or placed after 6 as still more closely belonging to the first
three. That in T L N P SS appears in this place, I can only ~lain by
the suggestion that the scribe had been told to put 58 there, and SS at
the end, and that he reversed the order by mistake'. These MSS
1 St. Cyprian uses this metaphor of his own voice: • cJassit:o nosbru fJOCis,'
Ep. S~ ... and ad Fort. I; of the 'divine precepts' of Scripture also, WiJ• ...
• ilia sin' mi/ilaris 1Nba. Iwrla",mta, ilia /Mgnantilnu daS8ictJ. Novatian writes to
Cyprian of the lapsed: • rmI_nl PIYCI4", 811"",,,, INba",,' Ep. 30 6.
• We shall see that h. Pem. have preserved the next collection, that of the
letters to Comelius, without addition, omission, or disarrangement.
• They would presumably be alive, as the date of ad Fort. according to BensoR
was during the year of exile which closed the Saint's life, and Quirinus is repeatedly
mentioned in the last letters (Ep. 77. 3. 78. 3).
• Can we go back behind this first collection' Perhaps we may have a right to
guess that in St. Cyprian's own time his works were to be bought in twos or threes,
i v vi; v vii; xii xiii; while It, viii and xi, were either in separate rolls, or dift'ereDtly
~ged in various copies, if in one rolL The collection from the rolls would be
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may be related, so far as the letters in this group are c()ncemed. T and
H h.Pem. must have separated soon after St. Cyprian's death. The
readings in hand T show a close connexion in the treatises and
in the letters of this first group. In Bc they seem to be independent of
each other. But the rest of h is simply borrowed from an ancestor of T.
I have myself been able to collate what was necessary of h, by the
kindness of the keeper of MSS at Leyden, M. Molhuysen.
T and M Q appear to be quite inde~ndent for Group AI. ". gives
another slightly different version, and adds lautl to the martyr letters
after 6. Chelt. and fJ may be connected with it. This appears to be
a rather later arrangement than that of M Q and T for (I) laud is
spurious; (2) the order of". is further on not quite so good as that of
T ; and especially (3) because in M Q lautl is an addition with Jud,
aleat, and makes a stop'. It is therefore a later arrival than the • planet'
letters. In T it comes only after four more groups. The place it"
occupies is, however, witnessed to by Lucifer of Cagliar~ who quotes in
one treatise (Moriend. pro .De; RI,-f), A. D. 360-1), 6 10 37 SS and laud,
and by the list of 359. The order is not later than the first half of the
fourth century. We may assume that the collection of four more groups
in T is earlier than this. The difference between M Q and T will
go back then to the third century.
The parent of M Q I will henceforth call (M Q); (T) will mean the
parent of T, and so forth '.
The order of V is peculiar. Dr. Mercati 4 has shown that it gives
the letters in well-arranged groups, and he argues that these represent
the primitive collections. If this were so, V would be a sort of archetype
for the other MSS, and their varying arrangements would be varying
degrees of corruption of V's order. Nothing could he further from the
truth. The order of V is not reflected in any MSS. The very carefulness of its arrangement shows that it is due to some learned editor,
such as those who flourished between the middle of the fourth and the
end of the sixth centuries I. It follows that Hartel's judgement that it
represents a wilful recension, and does not in its peculiarities testify to
iD the ncw-fangled book (orm, which may have been introduced by that time
(Sanday, Slwti. Bib/. ill. pp" 2a3-6)"
I This is verified by internal evidence of the readings, so (ar as I have been
able to compare them.
f We shall see how often the addition of .",riIiI indicates a break in the process
of formation of a collection.
• The position of 58 and idola in Z suggests that (or the first group it may
exhibit an independent arrangement of the early fourth century, though Z is
certainly a corruption of (,,) further on.
t D"aJewti ""ovi 6tlS6idi, etc.. pp. 12 seq.
• As Dr. Sanday points out StlUlia Bib/. iii. p. 297.
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the original readings, is less likely to be unsound than Dr. Mercati
thinks. It is interesting to notice that the editor of V had our group AI
before him. He leaves 63 with the treatises, which he has rearranged.
He removes 55 to a collection of letters to suffragans which he has
made up. He places 58 with the letters ta martyrs 6 10 28 37, adds
13 and 76, and leaves this as the first group. The three remaining
letters, 1I 38 39, remain in their place, but become the nucleus of a
new group of eighteen letters to the clergy of Carthage. In the
remainder of his groups we can also trace occasional snatches of the
order of the MS from which he selected them 1.
GROUP BI.
Next follows in T h.Pem. a collection of eight letters to Pope
Comelius, 60 57 59 52 47 45 44 51. M Q, after the three sptlna, give
the same'. In L N P the first letter (60) of the Cornelian group is given,
then follows Cl (= Bapt. group), then part of Dr:, and BI mixed with
it, thus: 52 (I 563) 4745 4844 (6146) 57 59. Land N add 51 in an
appendix. In (L N P) it was doubtless after 44- What is principally
noticeable is that 48 has appeared, thus making the collection of letters
to Cornelius quite complete. Chelt. gives the letters to Comelius as 9,
but the St. Gall MS gives 8, so that 48 was probably absent. ". gives Ba
after cr, thus: 60 57 59 52 45 47 44 51; the transposition of 4547 is
accidental, and doubtless recent, if not a misprint of Hartel's. 48
appears as an extra at what we shall see is the end of a stage in the
development of ".. Like 11, Z gives BI after Cl. It has lost 60 and 52,
but possesses 48. The order is 57 59 47 45 44 (49 50 54) 48 51.
The omission of 60 is accidental; 49 50 are replies of Comelius. 48 is
not in the same position as in L N P, and has been taken from the later
place in (101). 5 I is followed immediately by DI as in".. C R depend
on (Z). They give after 057 5960 52 (C om. 52) 47 45 44 (49 50)
followed by DI. Here 60 52 are transposed, while Z omits them
altogether. They were therefore doubtless in their proper place in the
parent of ZC R. C R omit 51. B has 59 52 47 45 44 51 a 60 57 after
fragments of Cl. H {3 give 60 57 59 52 47 45 44. and have 51 at the
end of the MS. The fragments called F have ... 57 52 47 45 44
•• j r has after Cl 60 59 45 44 51, and supplies 52 47 57 earlier.
I The order o(V (Mercati 1. c.) is: i iv xi xiii v viii x xii vi ix vii iii 6311613
10 16 28 37 5811 II 38 39 ~3 12 40 32 81 1 5 104 16 15 11 18 29 26 304 n9 20
2735 3311 ~5 60 ~8 # 51 59 ~1 ~6 52 51 504 11 25 ~I 61 5569/1 696656772
_ I 68 1~ 13 11 10 2 604 3 I 11 (miscellaneous) idoliJ 66 ~ 62 6511 (Rescripts) 77
78 53 ~9 50 36.
I The complete enumeration of the contents of the MSS here mentioned will be
given later.
• B calls 51 the 6th letter.
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Evidently B, H /3, F, r give merely disarrangements of the true order.
None but L N PIA Z V (Chelt.?) have 48, and its varying position
appears to prove that it was not an original member of the group,
which is therefore given correctly by T M Q. h.Pem. and lA 1.
The collection must have been made at Rome. It contains no letters
to the Roman clergy or martyrs, so that it would seem not to have been
the result of a general investigation made by some Carthaginian at
Rome, but to have been simply drawn from the Papal archives, or from
the private papers of St. Comelius. The too notorious relations of
St. Cyprian with Pope Stephen would be a sufficient reason why neither
of the letters to that Pope should be given. We shall see that there
is no reason for connecting any other group with Rome '.
GROUP Cl.

This group I take next because in lA Z H fJ C R Chelt.. &c., it comes
in the second place, and also in L N P, but for the introduction of 60
(the first letter of BB) before it. In T M Q it comes fourth of the
groups. It does not occur in h.Pem.
TLNP 767371 70 sent 746967642
Chelt.
73 71 70 se"t 74 72 646967 2
/&
76 73 71 70 se"t 74 69 (40) 67 64 2
Z
(14) 76 71 70 (16) 69 (40) 64 2
C R (14) 76 70 (16 IS 40) 64 2
B
73 71 70 Stnt 72 7469642
H fJ
73 71 .70 (63) 76 74 69 (40) 67 64 2
M Q have se"t 69 67 64 2, and add 71 73 and 76 70 afterwards.
H (3 show their dependence on (,&) by the introduction of 40, which has
nothing to do with the rest'. Z and C R show two stages of the
1 T introduces Ep. 60 a fill Comtli"", i (and 10' also at the end of the letter),
and at the end of 51 ha fill UJnuii"", qisIuItu
.viii. Izplicit. T does not
number the intermediate letters. Q numbers all but the first, and M gives the
correct numbers to 52 45 4+ F gives the right numbers for 47 45 4+
C R number the letters a they stand in their list: 5759 (ii, R), 60 (iii, C R),
52 (no, R), 47 (v, R), 45 (vi, C R), 44 (vii, C R). Next come the two letters from
Comelius 49 (viiij, R .sic), 50 (viii, C; viiij. R).
Of Z's numbers Hartel gives only that for 48, viz. viii at the beginning, viiij at
the end of the letter. Either is correct, accordiog a we count or omit the inter·
loper s+ Of lA I ooly know that It numbers 4B xi. This is arrived at by adding
<J9 50 to the original eight letters, thus 48 becomes the eleventh.
L N P begin to number from 47 (i, p), 45 (ii, LP), 4B (ill, L p), 44 (iv, L p).
They do not number 57 590 48 is numbered ill in 0 i Po This shows that 0 took
..f8 from P.
I I venture to suggest that the eight letters were put together and published soon
after the death of St. Cyprian by Pope Dionysias, 258-268.
I H B have dropped ,mt, probably a beiog tiresome.
They have put 6a. which
has f'alJen out of All, iD its place.

fI,,_
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corruption of (,,) by interpolation and omission I. B is strange. It
gives Cl after BI and fragments of other groups. It omits 76 here like
Chelt. because it has already given it, like T, in FI. But its dependence
on " is shown by 40 67 together just before the group, from which they
have dropped out. The introduction of 72, the letter to Stephen OD
baptism, is paralleled by Chelt. only, and appears to show that the
doubts of Harnack and Turner as to 72. and not 68, being intended by
Chelt. are unfounded.
The group is obviously African. 70 sent are councils; 73 71 74 69
are letters on the subject of heretical baptism. 67 is the letter of a
council in answer to the legation from two Spanish churches. 64 is a
council on infant baptism. 2 is a letter to Eucratius, probably Bishop
of Thenae, on the impossibility of a Christian being allowed to ttain
actors. 76 is a letter to the nine bishops and clergy and laity confined
in the mines in the last year of Cyprian's life. It is a collection of more
or less official documents. Four out of ten are councils. 73 71 69
were probably communicated to the bishops of the province. Doubtless
the angry 74 was also widely published. 76 is addressed to a group of
bishops and a very large number of clergy and lay sufferers. :z may
have been looked upon as a sort of legal decision by the great
Primate'.
GROUP D&.
Between Br and Cl in T are found 13 (to the martyrs-exhortation).
43 (to the people of Carthage against Felicissimus), 6S (to the bishop
and people of Assuras, about their former lapsed bishop). 1 (to the
people of Furni, on clerical guardians). 61 (to Pope Lucius on bis
return from exile), 46 (to Maximus, Nicostratus and the other Roman
confessors, to beg them to leave the party of Novatian). 66 (to Florentius
Puppianus, a vigorous reply to a personal attack). S4 (to Maximus,
Urbanus. Sidonius and the other Roman confessors, congratulating them
on their return to Cornelius from N ovatianism. and recommending the
perusal of his own tie la/sis and de U"itate).
This is a scratch collection. if it is really a collection. 13 43 go
together. as sent to Carthage from exile. 6 S 1 66 are addressed to
Africans. 61 46 S4 to Romans. In M Q 66 is omitted. The three
Roman letters then come side by side. It is tempting to imagine that
I C R supply 69 later from V. and C gives Md (68) i4 73 71 70 r in appendil,
from V, as the order shows.
I A sub-group is formed by 73 71 70.
To 73 in L is prefixed: IPIO"piI till
.." ... tU Ml'mm baptUalftJis qH&toUu .."mwo tra. To 70 in P is prefixed: ItIlilil
.rJ 1_ _" ... IiJwr &«II"rJ_ T has before 73: I"cijlil fill Urbalf"'" tU /tmIiliI
baptiMuttJis .pisIDl8 ;;;; before 71: IImt •."cipit fill (}NiIttN... tpi&tol. ;; tU Itis ;,..
(and at the end uplicit ,,,"101,, ;ii), and before 70: fill I"• ..""... tU ",,,.,
bapliMMtJis 'l"tola, ... ;;,.

1.-.
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this was the original arrangement. Nevertheless, there are many proofs
that (MQ), (rom the three sjuria after AI onwards, was merely a copy
of (T). The original order of (T) was what T gives us now. This
is shown not only by the witness of T's own perfect preservation of the
other groups, but the witness of " Z B H {J, which all insert 66 where
T places it. "gives after BI 13 43 65 (78 79 77=1"1) 1 61 46 66
54- Z, after SI, the last of :8«, has 13 43 1 61 46 66. Thus Z omits
65· C R have only 13 after 51. B has 43 65 (Cl) 1 61 54 66. H {J
(after Ba) has 13 43 65 66 (4 3 72) 61 I 46 (56) 54- The fragment
of F gives us 61 I 46 (56) 54- h.Pem. give after BI, 61 46 (78) 13
43 (76 77 itlola) 66 541 the last two in Pem. only. L N P give (after Cl)
:13 /atIIl 43 65 (52) I, and later 6 I 46 1. Then in an Appendix L has itIola
6640 (472 SI) 54 Er; N has (40 and 6 others) 54 (Er itlo/a) 66. In
M Q 66 is supplied next before 40 '. Chelt. gives 40 66. It may be
noticed that M Q connect itIo/a 41 and V has itlola 66 4.
GROUP El.
In T after Cl we find 32 20 12', in M Q the same occur after
Dr, before Cl. A little further on in T come 30 31, and in M Q
31 30'. In" these have been made one group. 12 and 32 are to
the Carthaginian clergy, 20 is to the Roman clergy. 30 and 31 are
from the Roman clergy, and were sent with 32 (and with 28, as already
mentioned, and with 27, which occurs much later) by Cyprian to
Carthage. As 20 is a reply to the strictures sent by the Roman clergy
to the Carthaginian clergy on the bishop's cowardice in ftying from
martyrdom, it is certain that Cyprian must have communicated it to
the Carthaginian clergy. The collection is therefore African, by the
clergy of Cartbage.
Z gives only 12 20, C R none. L gives in appendix 32 20 12 30,
N gives 20 12 3o-the omission of 32 is accidental. Chelt. has 12
32 20 30. B also has 32 20, but no 31; 12 and 30' are scattered; the
latter comes (as we have seen) after 6 in the AI group. H {J have 20 30
31 12 (77 78 79) 32. F had 20 30 31 I2 (evidently I2 not 32).
It is noticeable that 30 31 are the first letters to Cyprian we have

P omits iltuI here, and gives 66 itlDItI 40 lfUIIl.
• 0, from M Q E, is described b,. HarteJ, p. zxxviii note, u giving J 3 43 65 1
60 46 5+ I presume that 60 is • misprint for 6r. 60 hu occurred in its right
place in Ba.
I )I Q prefiz to 32: l..alilllll R _ _ IjWN/tI
Q hu before 20 : IJfdIiJ
1

....",--.

,ri-.

• Theae form part of the lost nine letters in M Q. which are vouched for b,. the
index of M. Hartel, p. xxxiv, gives 31 36. The index hu lxiv priri ,t tlUJe,,_
,..,,,,11.. IIIl CYJIrl-".... which ought to mean 36, I admit. But it certainly refen to
ao. MaxilDa aDd Nicostntua were Priests. DUx. is • mistake for tfI..ftutwu.
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yet come across. Till now only his own letters, and the councils, bad
been collected. These two letters from Rome appear here simply
because they were enclosures in St. Cyprian's letter 32 to Cartbage.
But this accident seems to have suggested the completion of his
correspondence by adding to it any letters addressed to him that
turned up.
GROUP 1"1.
In T there comes next, after law 40, a group of four letters 78 79
76 77. 76 (to the bishops, clergy and laity in the mines) had already
been given in the baptismal group. 77 78 79 are three replies to it
p omits 76, having given it already, and places 78 79 77 after the
first three letters of DII. They do not occur in L N P, nor in Z C R. In
B we find 76 79 78 77 after AI, with two stray letters intervening. In
H B 77 78 79 are at the end, and p also repeats them at the end
in this order. In Chelt. Turner restores 78 79 after CS. Mommsen
and Hamack substitute (I think wrongly) 56 for the two. V has 77
78 only, omitting 79 and 76, though the latter was in two collections.
M Q has placed 78 after Es, before se"t and the remainder of CS. 76
with 70 at the end is obviously a fragment of Cl.
GROUP GB.
After some sporadic letters, T gives 53 16 15 17 18 19 26 25 9
29, and MQ has exactly the same. 53 is from Maximus and the
confessors at Rome. It mayor may not belong to the group. The
rest are all addressed to Carthage, to the martyrs, clergy, laity, or to
Bishop Caldonius, except 9, which is a reply to the Roman clergy. It
is a Carthaginian collection. It does not occur in Chelt. L N P or
H (j B. E 0 p have the whole from MQ. "has dispersed the col·
lection, if it was a collection, into 17 18; 16 15 29; 26 25; but it
omits 53, 19 and 9. Z has taken and scattered from (,.) 25 17 1826
29> and has inserted 14 and 16 into Cl, as we saw. It has added at
the end from V 14 16 15 18 29, of which 14 and 16 are duplicates 1.
V has all but 53 15 19. In 0, and O. the group is perfect.
GROUP HI.

The remainder of T may be considered as one group for convenience :
27 23 24 2I 22 8 35 36 33 49 50 34 41 42 80; after these come
ten spurious treatises of which I take no ~ccount. Of these letters,
,M Q have not one. Except the last, 80, the, are a fairly homogeneous
group- mostly rather early letters. They no doubt represent the last
gleaning of the Mrican efforts to collect all that remained of the
Cyprianic correspondence. 27 35 are to the Roman clergy; 33 is
I

The duplicates at the end oC Z are quoted by Hartel as z.
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a notice about the lapsed; 34 is to the clergy of Carthage; 4 I is to
five bishops who represented S1. Cyprian in Carthage during his concealment ; 80 is the intimation to Successus of the publication of
Valerian's edict. The remaining nine are none of them Cyprlan's;
21 22 8 are not even addressed to him, and the last of these insults
him. It was doubtless only when great interest had been aroused in
the Saint's magnificent letters, that these letters connected with him
were thought worth publishing. I' has ofthese 49 So and 27 35 41, and
separately 33, then 23 24 22 8, at the end of all 80 81 come probably
from an independent source. Z has not 23 24 22 8, so that they were
apparently not yet in (/A). But it gives 49 So 27 35 41 scattered, and
also 34 which was no doubt in (I'). At the end it gives 33 from I' or
V, and 34 6is certainly from V. Z has also 80 81, and gives 81 in
duplicate from V. V has 27 35 41 33 34. the same as Z (I'), but in
a new order. It has 81 and not 80, while T has 80 and not 81. V has
at the end 49 So, the only two of the group in C R.
THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE

MSS.

WE have seen that in the treatises T h.Pem. give the same order, while
in the whole group T has added ix iii 63 SS 58; h therefore represents the parent of T. The order of (M Q) has, like T, only one
point of difference from Pontius. The same is true of S W 1', while L
has two. There is no reason why these differences should be placed
later than the third century. I have said the same with regard to the
place of iii ix 65 SS 58 in (T), (M Q), (L N P), respectively, while the
early position of laud in M Q I' Chel1. is before the middle of the fourth
century, as we learn from Lucifer.
At the end of the first group (M Q) stopped, and added three spum,
probably not so very long after the appearance of those treatises. (T)
and (h) added the eight letters to Cornelius, I think, independently.
(T) added the eight letters of group 1)& and the baptismal group Cif.
(h) took only a part of DI, and a little later, for it took also a part of
FI {viz. 78 79)iIIola and El from (T~ and stopped. (T) received El (viz.
32 20 J2), then laud and stopped; at least a spurious treatise usually
implies the completion of a stage. (T) gives its collections so completely that it must have taken them early as they appeared. It had
probably already got to this stage when laud was inserted in (,.) and
Chelt., which had as yet only AI.
M Q are by their readings shown to be closely connected with T "
J The order oC T (from Hartel, p. xxxix) Is I iv vi v vii xi viii xliii lIiii ix Hi
63 6 57 10 :a8 37 I I 38 39 58 U60 E7 59 52 47 45 .... 51 " 13 43 65 I 61 46 66 54 11
76 73 71 70 md 74 6g 67 64 2 n 31 10 11 Hlallll 40 0 78 79 76 77 n itJola 30 31 U70
5 7 144 n56 3 71 11 D53 16 15 17 18 19 16 25 9 19 U17 23 24 31 a:a 835 36 3349
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but in the letters only. Hartel thought their common parent bad the order
given in the index of M. We have seen already that T has preserved the
groups far better than M Q. For instance, M Qbave lost 66 outof])c,
and have dropped the first four letters of Cl, giving them later in pairs.
They also separate 78 from the rest of Fr. It is clear that the index of M
is the index of the immediate parent of M Q. but that the archetype of
M Q T had the order of T. The parent of M Q was a very old codes
even when M (eighth to ninth century) copied it, as it had lost nine
letten, viz. many sheets. It was probably much older than 700, the
date suggested as the latest by HarteL Justinus, who corrected Ietten
28 38 39 at Rome, probably bad before him only the first stage of
(M Q), as he corrects no farther. If his date was, as Dr. Sanday
suggests, between the end of the fourth century and the middle of the
sixth. this may give the earlier limit to the age of the complete (M Q).
This codex or type of codex (for there must often have been a whole
, edition' of a type, whether of three or four copies or of fifty) having
reached its first halt laruJ, appears to have copied all its remaining
contents from a MS (T)·, which contained everything that T DOW
contains, as far as HI, with the exception of the small group 70 IJis
5 7 14 4- A careful examination will show that (M Q) has omitted
nothing. It has copi~ I2 twi~ as in (T), but 76 and 70 only once.
It has 66 40 together. It adds 75, the letter of Firmilian, which is
found in no MSS but E and I, which are apographs of Q. Doubtless
Hartel is right that (T) had 7S, but that T omitted it as disedifying.
We may consider ". ~ I. Taken as far as idtJla, it has exactly the

.fIt ;; -'.

50 54 41 <12 80 JNIl
atl viKiL flit" ,.,SIIme. """" ortllio twfIIio ;;
PtWio (T - tenth cent.). t (Paris 16,.8, thirteenth cent.) hu almost the same.
The order or M Q (from Hartd, p. xxxiv) is i iv vi vii v x viii xi xii xiii ix iii
55 63 6 58 10 28 a7 IJ aB 39 0 JNIl aWl lad I 60 57 59 52 47 45 .. 51 I 13 43 65 I
61 <t6 54 U32 20 U U78 0 _ I 69 67 64 2 U3 72 la U(71 7a 7,. D66 40 I 77 79 I 31
30 (Hartel calls it 36) 75 n53 16 15 17 18 19 26 25 9 290 56 7 76 70 - - 4
ii ",orel PaduJ Oratio ii """" PtWio. The nine letters in brackets are wanting in
)I Q and their derivatives, but are given from the index of M. The sign I is introduced to mark the divisions of groups, or frarments of croups (M - ninth c:eIlt.,
Q eichth to ninth).
The original order of (h. Pem.) was as follows: i Iv vi v vii si viii :It xii xiii 6 10
28 37 J I 38 391 60 57 595 2 4745 .. 51 1 61 46 1 78 n1343 n7677 DiIlIJIIJ 66 54.
32 :ao 30. At present h (tenth cent.) breab off' in the middle of ~ and 30 is
missing in Pem. (thirteenth-fourteenth cent.). But the Vatican MSS., (tat. 201)
and • (tat. 5099) and the Bologna MS 2572, all fifteenth cent., have ao. • adds
a quantity more, from some otber sourc:e. For this information I have to thank
Dr. Men:ati of the Vatican and the h'brariana of the Universities or Bologna
(Dr. L Frab') and Leyden. H (Paris, 15,282) as far as xiii is of the SUIIe fandJ.v, aucI
must have branched off from (h) before 500. See R _ BirtItl. for this moath.
1 The order of lA (Hartel, p. xlvi) is as follows: i Iv vi v vii viii xi x xii xiii ix Hi
63 55 (; lad 10 a8 37 JI 38 ag 58 U76 73 71 70"" 7<1 6g 40 67 6<1 2 I 60 57 59 51
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same contents as T taken up to idola 30 31, only that " has added 4,
and does not give 76 in Fe as well as in CC. Apparently I' is not a
descendant of T, but a brother; for though it has altered the order
of the groups, it has not disturbed the order within each group. This
could hardly be so, unless I' and T both dealt with the groups as units
out of which they independently formed their collections. Their close
connexion with each other is shown by the fact that they received
precisely the same groups, their independence by their receiving them
in a different order. That" divides 1)& in two parts by inserting Fe
may be an indication that DC was not a single whole when (I') and (T)
took it. The inferiority of I' is only apparent so far as this in the
insertion of IaIId in AI and of 40 in CC I.
I' continues by receiving 56 3 72 (rejecting 12, which it had already
in El). This confirms the restoration given above of (T)., a conjectured parent of M Q, which we assumed to similarly pass over 5 7 14
4. "has then 49 So (from Cornelius), which occur near the end of T,
then 48 (the ninth letter to Cornelius), and 62 (to Stephen), neither of
which are possessed bf T, and comes to a stop with two s}uria. Last
of all it adds a quantity of letters, all of which (except 81) are in T,
and which represent apparently a part of the material out of which (T)
formed its completer collection,. 80 81 are probably from a different
source, and also the repetition of Fe (77 78 79). The conclusion is a
flock of sjuria.
Z has a far m.ore corrupt order I. J have already said that the treatises
seem to show a corruption all its own, and the omission of laud seems
to indicate independence of (1'). But dependence on (,,) is proved in
Cl by the insertion of 40, and is suggested also by the presence of 48.
The remainder seems to consist of disieda membra of MSS such as
(,a) and others. 7 and 34 ,are n,ot in ,.,.; the latter was perhaps in (p).
The additional nine letters at the end 81 36 14 16 15 18 29 34 43
are evidently all from V, as the order of some of them shows, and
so are the preceding letters 67 sent 68 74. and doubtless others. All
45 47 .... 51 11 13 43 65 U78 79 77 UI 61 46 66 54 11 32 la 20 11 30 31 4 it/oIa n 56 3
7a 149504863.pm. TNnrA 9 27 3541 25 5 14 17 18 2633 80 81 la 16 15 29 31 n
77 78 79 0 23 24 n 8 flit. ii _ t IIIl Vigil. wrsiQl/i rU ""'"' (1) -".. (Jo&&fteenth cent.). The same is found in Vat.lat. 197 and 198, and Palat. lat. 158, all
&fieenth cent., and part in Vat. lat. 202, twelfth cent.
I The importance of I' in its first stage is emphasized b,. its identit,. shown above
with oar best MS S, and with the ezcellent MS W; also witb O. and 0 ..
t The order of Z (Hartel, p. xlvi) is as follows: i iv xi x viii v xii xiii vi vii 58 ix,
. . iD 63 6 10 28 37 11 038 39 11 14 76 71 70 16 69 40 64 2 n 57 5947 45 44 49 50
14 4B SI D13 43 I 61 46 6611 41 25 27 80 81 5 17 ii ~ 7 la 201826411 73 7'
70 1 '9 34 7 2 9 35 56 55 Ep. sp. 57 .pm. 32 27 33 67 _t 68 74 TNnrA IIIl Vigil.
""'" 81 36 14 16 15 18 29 34 43 (Z - fourteenth to fU\eenth cent.).
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but 36 and IS are repetitions. It cannot be doubted that at the
same time the whole MS was corrected according to the readings
ofV.
C R simply depend on (Z) for AI Cl Bc 13, i. e. as far as 13 I. It
would appear that (Z) possessed IS and 60 52. The four letters SS 69 65
67 are of course copied from V. C adds senl68 74 73717°1 from V.
Evidently (C R) was a copy made from (Z) about the time of its correction
by V. The value of Z C R was always smal~ if their readings are as
much corrupted as their order. The value of their testimony to V is
now diminished, since Latini's collation of that lost MS has been
discovered in the Vatican by Dr. G. Mercati. A copy of Latini's
collation used by Fell is in the Bodleian '. The readings of Z C R are
hardly likely to preserve any genuine variants not to be found in better
MSS, except possibly in AI.
L N P I, called the first family by HarteI, appear to be another
collection of the first four groups, but somewhat mixed. The order
was given by Dom Ramsay in J,T.S., July, 1902. Hartel thinks the
additions in L N are from a corrupt member of the M Q T family. He
notes that P has supplied 10 37 38 (probably ix also?) from a very
interpolated MS, 58 from a better one, 69 from a codex of the C R type.
o simply depends on E (from M Q), P and C R, as shown in the
foot-note 4.
I The contents of C R (Harte~ p. I) are .. fonows: [i iv xiii xi vi 58 v vii viii
xii xix] rdola 1ii 63 6 10 a8 37 11 38 39 U14 7670 16 15 40 64 a 0 57 59 60 [sa] 47
4544 49 50 U13115569 65 67· R adds 4 - - JItI6&io. C omits all in brackets
and adds _ I 68 74 73 71 70 I (C R both ninth cent.).
.
• I found it last year in the margin of Rigaltius's Cyprian, shelf-mark Tu 11 Jur_
It was made at Rome by a Mr. Rigby.
S The contents of L N Pare A-, 8' + 48-51, 0, D'-54> with 56 3 idQIa 40
CL - ninth cent., N - tenth, P - ninth).
The MS X which belonged to Lord Crawford (Rylands Library, Manchester) is of
the L N P family, independent of all three. It has (so Mr. Turner informs me) 39
6710 69 b 11 iii 63 655 a8 37 11 38 a76737' 70...t 3 74 ~a 64 a H7a nla 3a ao
n 1343 65 sa I 56 3 bi& 11 47 45 44 n 61 46 U40 4 n 57 S9 U48 51 54 60 itJda. The
four letters 39 67 10 69 b at the beginning, and 48 60 idDIa at the end, are obviously
additions to supply omissions. Of these omissions some are peculiar to X, some
are paralleled by L, N, or P. D and 7a appear earlier than in L N, and so do 40
+ The rest is identical with (L N P), except tbe ac:c:idental insertion of 3 in 0, at
a point where 67 and 69 b have got left out, and 69 a and 74 are incomplete, owing
perhaps to some disturbance of gatherings or loss of sheets in the parent. Vat.
lat. a03, twelfth cent.. contains vii viii x xi xiii and parts of v. This seems to be
a fragment of the order of L.
• The order of 0 (Hartel, P. xxxviii) is: [i x is 37 38 10 v vii viii xi xii iv vi] n
30 n[60 57 59 5a 47 45 44 51 U 13 43 65 I 60 (so Hartel for 61 ') 46 54 H 311 ao 11 11
78 • 67 ~ a 11 3] [14 49 50 68] [75 (beginning only) 53 16 1517 r8 19 a6 a5 9
'9 56 ~ 76 idDIa 4 • -Ill] [6 55 a8 39 58 69b 48 66 40 63]. Hartel remarks
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The Cheltenham list 1 is compared with L N P by Hamack, and with
,. by Turner. It is closely connected with both of them.
B has got much disarranged I. The connexion of 40 with 67 as a
fragment of CS shows connexion with t£o But the presence of 76 with
FI instead of CS is against dependence on 1'. The contents are AI BI
01)1, with a few omissions, but all the groups more or less shattered,
and the wgrant letters 30, 40 (in Cl), 72, 4 (with itlola, as I' M Q),
and 56 3 at the end, which connect themselves with 72 and 40 It
therefore contains none of the later groups. It may possibly be a
corruption of an independent collection of the groups it contains.
The loss of SS recalls H B or C R, and the position of 72 is a parallel
to its probable place in Chelt.
H and fJ' differ only in the treAtises, H having copied (h), while
/J appears to retain the order of the parent. The contents are AI
that 0 in copying E has omitted rtUtio fND _
69 72 la 70 and part oC 75.
The omission oC u is easily accounted Cor, as T M Cl E give it twice, 0 only once.

Probibly 0 thought 75 disedifying, and stopped in th"e middle. Hartel adds that 0
took 1448495068 69b from a CR codex. No doubt he is right about 14 495068.
Bat 48 is not in C R at all! And 0 numbers it iii as L does. The position oC 69
sansts that it is not from C R. Hartel says that the treatises are from P,
....1II1dIrIo onlitt, (which means obviously • in unchanged order,' though the word
mn-1Mu is ambiguous), Md also the letters 6 28 39 55 58 63. 1 assume that
i-vi and 6-63 - P; . 3 , 75-;; 1IUmI- E; 14-68 - C R, as bracketed above.
I The Chellenbam list is restored by Mommsen and Harnack from the Chelten~
ham JlS (I have lost a note made at Cheltenham some years ago, but 1 think the MS
is BOW at Brussels), and Crom ODe at St. Gall, thus: i iv vi xi x v xiii viii xii i:x vii
iii 55 63 6 l.tuI 10 a8 37 n 38 39 11 73 71 70 #11174 7a (or 68) 64 69 67 2 11 564066
I 12 32 20 30 JtuI. viiij IfJisI. lid Cont. fIiItJ. C. H. Turner (SIJuI. BibI. vol. iii) gave
~ 79 instead of 56, and 54 Cor I I. The latter change is certainly wrong, the
_er is perhaps right, but 1 cannot discuss the question here. (A.D. 3590)
I B has (Hartel, p. lvi): i iv vi v viii x xiii xi xii vii i:x iii 63 30 6 ,8 a7 laruJ 10
11 58146 12 0 76 79 78 77 11 32 10 11 59 52 47 45 # 51 60 57 U55 38 39 11 40 67 11
43 65 R73 71 70 sml 72 74 69 64 2 11 I 61 54 66 11 4 .'rkJIa JIIIl. 56 3 ctl1H4 _tio
(eleventh cent.). A MS at Lincoln CoIL (FeU's Lineo), no. 47, is said to give the
same order, and was copied from one (described by Bandini i 268, viz. MS Laurent.
P1at. 16 cod. 12,' so Benson, p. 548, on the authority of Bp. John Wordsworth.
The Lincoln MS is fifteenth century. Vat. lat. 195 and I~, both fifteenth century,
have the same order.
I The order of H fJ (Hartel, p. lvii) is :
H i iv vi v vii xl viii x xii xiii i:x
IU
fJ i iv vi v vii viii xi xii xiii x i:x lII"d Hi
HB: 5562837 11383958 U73 71 7063767469 4067 64 2 060 57595 3 4745 #H
13436566 n 4 3 7' 061 146 56 54 n10 30 31 12 n77 78791132 SI, H adds idol. 10
;; _ I JtuI 80 _ _ ; fJ adds Sp. Ep. COrN. idolll 80 1081. The placing of 30 31
between 30 and u, and both immediately after 5... suggests a corruption oC p..
Bat this may be accidental, as it was natural to place the replies 30 31 near the
Ietten or Cyprian connected with them. Ottobon 80 (fifteenth cent.) and 0. have
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(-55 10), Cl (-.., + 40), BI (- SI), DI (u*"I"de. bat • <M' aI\
El (+ 31 32), FI, SI is added at the eud, B has supplied 10 iD 8ppCDdix 56, 30 72 , 4 are alto preaeat. Tbus oaIy the ~ poaps
8ft giftD. The poaioa
implies depeDdeDc:e OIl ,..
T'bere is eftIJ _
to pIKe the date • the coJ1ectim iD B aDd
H tJ (bat DOt their order) befcft the ptberiIIg up • the last fnpena
which made up the caDec:tions which I bave called Gc md a c ; bat
the order has become ftI'J ma disturbed. The importmc:e of
is pater wben we reoopize that they De from the same pueot as the
frt&meata called F, wbich are • the fifth 01' sixth c:entmy. Of these
I need My not.bin& as they were iill)' deacribed by Mr. Tamei' in JuIJ
Iut.
It is not worth while to ditcua the JiIIS • other MSS in detail I I
is Mid by Hane1 to baft takeft 60-51 aocl 16-76 from E. The order
IUJICItI that 46-1. are alto &om E. The intermediate letters are all
in E, and 75 caD hardly baft ~e ftom an~" When Hartd
M,I tbcJ are • from e1tewbere,' one must suppose an intermediate MS
between E aocl I, wbicb borrowed aeadiDgs from elsewhere.
, and i' depend on 0, according to Hartel, from 37 to 40, except for
two ljlrlria. The ad4itionl at the c:omm~ef?t are all to supply
omiuionl, except 69 70 72 which are not in 0 j therefqre it is natural
to IUppoie that tbcJ were aD lakeD from some other source.
r' is limply a ClOITUption cl ,., ~ the treatises, whidl are in
quite random order. but whic:b appear to be taken from an early
coUection or first wlume, possessi~ neitbet ~ nor ix, prol?ably of
B umily.
Of the Eoglilb Mss. as given by Dr. Sanday (~ BiN. ill, P. 28J,
cp. OU .1.AI. BiN. Tuts, vol. ii, app. ii):
O. for the treatiles B'. The letters are eDCtly T. Thus it is
exactly the converse of H, whose treatises T, anq. whose le~ /1
AI 0, is of the same date as Tt its ~ngs may be just as valuable,

.4

H,.

=

=

=

=

~ III the order of ,. Ottoboa 600 (f'oatteenth ceot.) is • selectioD from ~.
Paria .650 alld .655 are of the __ fa1lll'Y. A XS at Cai8~ CoI1ege has v iv vi
vlIl xi xii xin ix I.-l x i, fro", ~ (no. 1140 dJted Feb. 21, 1432).
, The order of I (twelfth ceot., Hute!, P. uxvii) is as follows: vii i x xiii xii
ril ri . . •. - ' - - "... • 60 57 5951 .745 ..... 51 D69 70 I 7'
7' • - ' 6.
4 13 3 67 8 65 I 43 46 I Sl H Il2 10 la I 16 15 17 18 19 26 '59
10 I ,6 7 76 a61 78 tIftIIio ~ •• JIaUio. ~ ~ptipD of 11 eaDs it the first
of • Hrietl of thlrteell ~tters to the Romans 1 What this - 7 mean, I C&IlIIOt

the

J.

pas.
• The order of, and i is liven b7 Hartel, P. hii. The order of the treatises has
been alread)' spoken of.
I For order of r see Hanel, p. shii.
• The order of O. la .. destribed, eJtcept that where T has 5 7 14 ... 0. ha 7 5 ..
1+ (Fell', BocL • ; liS Laud
451.)

x-.
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and it would be good for some one who can spare the time to examine
whether it is brother, son, or father to T.
O. gives exactly the order of T for all it contains 1. There is no
reason to connect it with M Q. It is strange that Dr. Sanday should
have noticed the likeness of this MS to H, and not to T.
0, and 0,' give for the treatises the order of fAt next come a few
odd letters, including the tail of Cs as in P, 40 67 64 2. Then
comes :os complete, l)g (-54), 4 UIoIa 56 3 72, then most of Ag,
with another fragment of 0 in the middle of it; then some letters
which had been omitted, and :Eg (= 20 32), and (;g complete, spuna
and some vagabonds. No trace of Hr.
Fell's Bod. 3' is a corrupt descendan~ of (M Q); but my own
examination of it suggests that it has not come through E, though
Mr. Madan told Archbishop Benson that it follows Q as against M.
The preceding inquiry has already reached an inordinate length. It
can be pursued further by examining the order in which the spuna
appear. But it can only have solid value by a combination with the
study of the readings of the MSS.
JOHN CHAPMAN.

J O. (MS Land 105) end of eleventh cent. (Sanday), tenth or eleventh (Madan).
Mr. Maclan told Arcbbp. Benson that it 'seems to be a selection from T M, and to
agree with the first corrector of T '; see BensOlJ, p. '107 note, and p. 5.8. There
is no reason to connect it with M Q at all. It con~na only i iv vi v vii xi viii x xii
xiii ix ill 63 6 58 I_d UJol" Jwl "lnIt. Fell calls it Bod.••
• O. and O. ( - Bodl. cod. aro, Fell's Bod. a, and New Coil. 130, both twelfth
cent.) haYe the following order (Sandsy, Slwtl. BibI. P. a83) ; i wvi y vii viii xi x xii
xiii ill: iii 55 [7.69] u.0676. a 11 60 57 59 52 .745 .... SI HIH365 I 61 ~ 6611 •
idD/a U 56 3 7a U 58 63 6 n76 73 (71) smt U a8 37 38 39 n70 S/JllritJ 79 11 20 32 11
.7 l1U 54 78 75 11 53 16 15 17 18 19 26 25 9 29 li sjH4ri4 [3 1] (.7 31 74 69). The
treatises-S W ". The numbers in square brackets are in e, only, those in round
brackets in O. only. The likeness to T (before it got HI) seems very close, though
AI and Cl bave got scattered. I suggest that it descends from the parent of B. and
borrowed the end (from .7, or earlier), from 0rI Q), as the position of 75 next
before G' suggests. F. has lost 77 altogether in its dispersion. unless.7 is a misprint
for 77. An MS at Corpus Cbristi College, Cambridge (uv, fifteenth cent.) has the
same order.
• MS Laud 217, fifteenth cent., not given in Stwl. B.7JL It contains vi vii y x
viii xi xii xiii ix iii 55 63 6 58 10 28 tI 38 39 nJtuJ "IMU l/llld 1160 57 59 52 .7 .5 ....
51 U 13 43 65 I 61 46 5. D 32 20 12 11 78 U 37 i 69 idol"
The parent had
probably lost the first pages. iv is altogether missing. i is added at the end with
37. which had been overlooked. Brussels 9u, sixteenth cent.. is also from M Q,
in part.

,,,mtIfI.
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